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PHARMACY COMPUTING 

Think Concepts Workstation  

_ Custom built to run your 
pharmacy software quickly

_8GB RAM / 128GB SSD
_Windows 10 Pro

_ Small form factor to take up 
less valuable space in your 
pharmacy  

Think Concepts Server  

_�Power�and�confidence�in�a�
small form factor size

_8GB RAM / 2 x 256GB SSD
_Windows 10 Pro

_High capacity storage drives
_ Reliable fail-safe data backup 
disks (RAID-1)

 

$1999.00

Premium Workstation $1899.00

+

Give us a call if you want to know  
all the tech specs!

Save  
$100 on every 

workstation  
ordered when  
purchasing a 

server

Workstation Bundle only $1782.00  

22” Monitor Surge Protector 24” Monitor Eaton 5S UPS 
550VA/ 330W 

Wireless Keyboard 
and Mouse

Premium server $2599.00

ThinkSafe cloud back-up for servers   
- read more on page 10 

Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse

$1499.00

Save  
$100  

Save  
$125 

Upgrade to premium for faster speed and more memory   

*Premium servers have a four week lead time

Autumn  
Promo 

 

Server Bundle only $2392.00  

Please note that the prices are subject to change at any time without notice. Products may vary from the pictures displayed. All prices are excluding GST and freight. 2



PHARMACY COMPUTING 

Space saving and mobility

Space Saving Bundle

_HP EliteDisplay 23” Monitor
_HP Prodesk G4 Mini 
_HP B300 PC Mounting Bracket
*While stocks last.

Surface Bundle

_ Microsoft Surface Pro 12.3”  
Intel Core M 4GB RAM 128GB SSD

_ Microsoft Surface Signature Type 
Cover (Keyboard) - Platinum

_Microsoft Surface Pen V4 - Charcoal

Laptop Bundle
 

_HP ProBook 430 G6 13.3” 
_HP ProBook Onsite 3 Year Warranty
_Targus Pewter Carrying Case up to 13.3”
_Microsoft�Office�Home�and�Business�2019�for�PC
*While stocks last.

$1750.00

$2068.00

$1950.00

“

“

A space-saving setup not 
only provides a satisfying 
aesthetic, but makes for 
more efficient and safer 

workspace as well.

REZA

“ “A flexible mobile package  
is a must if you’re always  

on the go!

WERNER

Save  
$25* 

Save  
$100* 

Mount this computer to the back of the monitor to save space

3www.thinking.co.nz
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Pharmacy Dispensary Labels

Cut costs and save space in your dispensary with our 
split delivery and payment over three months option. 

As an example, the delivery and invoicing of a total order of 
150,000 labels could be split over three months. You would 
receive�the�first�drop�and�invoice�for�month�one�with�the�
second drop/invoice in month two, and the third in month 
three. Best of all, it will be charged at the lower 150,000  
rate rather than the 50,000 rate. So that’s a saving  
of $1.92 per 1,000 labels.   

PHARMACY DISPENSARY

QUANTITY PRICE

15,000 $23.25
25,000 $23.05
30,000 $22.55
50,000 $21.00
75,000 $20.28
100,000 $19.75
150,000 $19.08
Pricing per 1,000.

Enquire about our 
Preferential Pricing  

for managed  
services clients

CASE STUDY
WIRI HEALTH PHARMACY
Ryan Pan, a pharmacist with plans of opening a new 
business in Wiri, Auckland, took to the internet in search of 
a capable vendor to assist in turning his vision into a reality.

Our consultant Tyran worked closely with the owner, 
builders, electricians and our procurement team to ensure 
that all the right steps were taken in the correct order for  
the best outcome possible. 

Read the full case study on our website. 

Here is what Ryan had to say 
about our involvement in his 

new pharmacy project: 

Think Concepts played 
a very crucial role when 
setting up Wiri Health 

Pharmacy. Tyran helped 
us with everything, from IT 
system, communication to 
procurement of dispensary 

equipment to ensure a 
successful pharmacy 

audit. The ongoing support 
from Think Concepts is 

exceptional.

RYAN PAN- OWNER  
WIRI HEALTH PHARMACY

“ “If you accidently close a web  
browser tab and need it re-opened just 

hit Ctrl+Shift+T on your keyboard.
TYRAN

Please note that the prices are subject to change at any time without notice. Products may vary from the pictures displayed. All prices are excluding GST and freight. 4
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Flip to page 
17 for all your 
consumable 

needs 

POINT OF SALE

Maken Cash Drawer 24V  
\\ CK420S24

$110.00    

80x80 Thermal Receipt 
Rolls \\ 80x80

$1.95    
PER ROLL

Comes in packs of 10.

Star TSP143 USB  
Thermal Receipt Printer  
\\ TCLRECEIPTPRINTERUSB 

$499.00   

Upgrade to a networked 
model printer for 
easy printing of labels 
from anywhere on the 
network (GK420DT) 

AOC 19.5” LED Monitor  
\\ TCLAOCMONITOR19INCH 

$144.00    
Honeywell ScanPal 
\\ TCLPDABUNDLE 

$1150.00    
Perform stock checks between 
busy periods with ease and  
get live updates when stock  
is corrected. (Compatible  
with ToniqMobile*).

*Previously called Pocket Toniq. 
Toniq charges may apply

+

NEW!

Freight Free on Boxes of 50

“This printer multitasks like me!  
It can print your shop labels  

and dispensary labels but most 
of our pharmacy customers  

have a printer for each. “

RENEE

$565.00

Zebra Direct  
Thermal Label  
Printer \\ GC420D

“

“

If you want to be like 
Keiran you’ll find a way 
to use four monitors. 

Each to their own! 
RORY

5www.thinking.co.nz
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POINT OF SALE

It can be difficult to decide on a scanner solution that is going to be best suited to your  
pharmacy environment. So to help, we have put together some common scenarios and our  

recommended solution for each.

We recommend: We recommend: 

Your pharmacy uses 1D barcodes 
to scan and bring up products from 
both the retail shop and pharmacy 
environment. 

Your pharmacy scans 1D barcodes 
generally found on their retail 
products but also uses 2D barcodes 
for e-prescriptions.

Your Pharmacy is a busy and fast 
paced environment that needs to be 
able to scan and process requests 
quickly to reduce queuing. 

We recommend: 

1D Scanner Kit 
\\ TCLSCANNERGUN1DKIT

1D and 2D Scanner Kit  
\\ TCLSCANNERGUN1D2DKIT

Includes stand Includes stand

2D Scanner 
\\ TCLSCANNERHANSFREE2D

1D and 2D Omni-directional  
\\ TCLSCANNEROMNI1D2DKIT

Here are some 
examples:1D Omnidirectional 

\\ TCLSCANNERORBIT1D

Honeywell Voyager 
1250G 1D Scanner Kit

Zebex Z-8072 Plus 
Hands-Free 2D Image 
Scanner USB Black

Honeywell MS7120 1D 
Barcode Scanner

Honeywell Voyager 
1450G 1D, 2D 
Scanner Kit

Zebra DS9208 
Desktop Barcode 
Reader

$189.00 $249.00 $329.00

$379.00 $425.00

Save  
$50 

Save  
$70 

1D Barcode

2D QR Barcode

Autumn  
Promo 

 

Autumn  
Promo 
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$329.00

ESSENTIALS
Eaton Workstation Grade UPS

Eaton 5S Tower UPS 
850VA - 510W \\ 5S850AU

Eaton 5S Tower UPS 
1200VA - 720W \\ 5S1200AU

$229.00 $459.00   $329.00

An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) is a back up 
battery system that’s main purpose is to protect your 
computer in a power surge or give you enough time 
to�shut�it�down�in�an�outage.�These�come�in�different�
wattages as shown on the right, to extend the amount 
of back up time you will have. If you need to plug a few 
things into the UPS you might want to look into the 
stronger UPS to cope with addition wattage demands.

$40.00 

Kensington�Smartfit� 
Keyboard Wrist  
Rest Foam \\ 62682

$31.00 

Kensington�Smartfit�Mouse� 
Pad With Height Adjustable  
Gel Wrist Rest \\ 55793

Eaton 5S Tower UPS  
550VA - 330W \\ 5S550AU

Ozone  
Anti-fatigue Mat  
\\ ANTIFATIGUEMAT

$69.50 

Battery Charger  
w/4 x AA Batteries \\ AA

$35.00 

Italplast Desk  
Organiser 

Keep your retail desk looking organised! 

$60.00 

Digitus 15-27” 
Single LCD 
Monitor Stand 

$35.00 

Go Go Station Dashboard Desk 
Organiser \\ 55793

$65.00 

Logitech MK345  
Wireless Desktop Kit  
\\ TCLWIRELESSKEYBOARD1

$15.00 

*These will vary based 
on the wattages of the 
products plugged in 

and the age of the UPS

$70.00 

Wi-Fi Smart Plug  
\\ TCLWIFISMARTPLUG

NEW! 
Promo  
priceNEW! 

Promo  
price

Save  
10%

Save  
10%

Buy two  
or more from 

this Eaton range 
and get a 10% 
discount on the 

total price.

Example: Your retail computer is connected to a UPS and 
the power goes out in your pharmacy. The below time 
frames are estimates as to how long the UPS will keep  
your computer running so you can shut it down safely. 

Entry Level: 550VA/330W – 9 Minutes
Mid Level: 850VA/510W – 14 Minutes
High Level: 1200VA/720W – 20 Minutes
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PRINTING

550 Sheet Paper Tray  $249+
Toners and Drum Kits
We supply all brands of toners and drum 
kits which are all authentic products.
Our toners and drum kits have special  
pricing and free freight when purchased  
on ThinkSupply.

PRINTER CONSUMABLES

Paper 

A5 White Paper 
\\ A5PAPER80GSM

10 reams per box.  $5.64
PER REAM

A4 White Paper 
\\ A4PAPER80GSM

5 reams per box. 
PER REAM

ThinkSupply

 $5.95

Model and Price Use Case Cost Per Page

Extra  

Tray

Network 

Compatible

Bundle 

Price

Kyocera ECOSYS 
P2040dn 40ppm Mono 
Laser Printer 
\\P2040DNKIS 
$315.00

Suitable for 
Low Volumes of 
Foils, A4 & A5.

2.1c Kyocera 250 Sheet 
Paper Feeder  
$259.00

Yes $548.00

HP LaserJet Pro M402dn 
38ppm Mono Laser Printer
\\TCLHPMONOPRINTER 
$385.00

Suitable for 
Low Volumes of 
Foils, A4 & A5. 
Compact Size.

4.13c LaserJet Pro 550 
Sheet Feeder Tray 
$249.00

Yes $594.00

Kyocera Ecosys 
M5526cdn Laser  
Multifunction Printer
\\M5526CDNKIS 
$669.00

Suitable for 
A4, A5, Colour, 

Copy, Scan  
& Fax.

21.4c (Colour), 
2.5c (Mono)

Kyocera Paper Tray 
500 Sheet  
$454.00

Yes $1068.00

Kyocera ECOSYS 
P3050DN Mono Laser 
Printer 
\\P3050DNKIS 
$1049.00

Suitable for 
High-Volumes 

of Foils, A4  
& A5.

1.2c 500 Sheet Paper 
Feeder PF320 
$425.00

Yes $1428.00

Freight  
free when  

purchased on 
ThinkSupply

Other paper 
colours available, 
enquire with us.

Save up to 
$100 when you 
buy the Printer 
and Paper Tray 

Bundle

Please note that the prices are subject to change at any time without notice. Products may vary from the pictures displayed. All prices are excluding GST and freight. 8



Cordless

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Cordless

Internet Services and Fibre
It’s important to review your internet services each time your contract 
comes to an end. This is because internet providers are often 
introducing new services and pricing and a review gives you an 
opportunity to ensure you are getting the right technology for your 
business at a competitive price. If you aren’t sure how to start this 
process, we can assist.

Fibre is now available almost everywhere - have you made the switch? 

            Switching to fibre will increase your data transfer speed. 

Cloud Phone 
System

Avoid large up-front costs 
and ongoing maintenance 
costs associated with 
traditional phone systems 
and take advantage of 
a cloud hosted phone 
service instead. 

For $35/month* you 
can get all of the 
functionality for less. 

This also means you can 
take advantage of lower 
call rates on VoIP.

* Excludes hardware and 
calling costs.

Corded

 $5.95

Select the handset that’s right for you: 

$275.00

Yealink IP Phone  
- Cordless Base 
\\ TCLYEALINKW60BASEANIPPHONE

$190.00

Yealink W56H Additional 
Handset - Cordless Base 
\\ TCLYEALINKW56HIPHANDSET

Cordless

$199.00

Yealink SIP-T23G  
IP Phone 
\\ TCLYEALINKT23IPPHONE

$99.00

Yealink SIP-T19P 
VoIP IP Phone 
\\ TCLYEALINKT19IPPHONE

“

“

It always pays to have one of our 
experts to check out your phone 
accounts, a lot has changed in  
the last few years and there are  

often savings to be had! 
MATT

$230.00

Yealink SIP-T42S 
IP Phone 
\\ TCLYEALINKT42IPPHONE

$325.00

Yealink SIP-
T29G IP Phone 
\\ TCLYEALINKT29IPPHONE

9www.thinking.co.nz
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SERVICES

ThinkAhead

We achieve this by providing you with a managed 
patching�service�which�identifies�known�vulnerabilities�
and ensures patches are applied to keep your network 
secure.�We’ll�also�provide�automatic�notification�and�
where possible, automatic remediation for common 
issues which can cause business disruption. We’ll also 
provide you with a quarterly health report, so you can 
see how your systems are tracking. 

ThinkAhead lets you worry about your business and 
ensures that your IT equipment is the enabler for 
smooth business operation that it should be.

•�Smart�Vulnerability�Patching

•��PC�Health�monitoring� 
and remediation

•�System�health�reporting             

With a monthly subscription of $29 per machine, which 
scales up or down with your business and includes:
•�Up�to�50GB�of�storage�per�device

•��Automated�backup�of�your�user�profile�or�local�
application to the cloud

•�Recovery�procedures�as�required*

•�No�contract,�30-days�notice�for�cancellation

A ThinkSafe monthly subscription is a great way to 
create peace of mind for whatever situation your 
hardware gets into, ThinkSafe has it under control.

* Subject to fair use policy.

This�offsite�backup�solution�protects�your�users�in�
instances such as: ransomware viruses, accidentally 
deleted�files�and�hardware�failures.�It�runs�discretely�
in�the�background,�backing�up�your�files�after�a�file�is�
created or changed.

Monthly subscription of $29 per machine

ThinkSafe for Workstations

Protect your organisation’s 
data with ThinkSafe.

ThinkSafe�is�an�offsite�
backup solution designed 
to ensure all your machines 
are backed up and 
protected, especially  
useful for critical  
machines like  
pharmacy servers.

$5/Workstation/Month

Setup: $20/machine

“

“

ThinkAhead is a proactive health 
monitoring service built with the small 

business in mind, which provides 
affordable peace of mind that your 

business machines are running well and 
are protected from known vulnerabilities. 

SIMON

Please note that the prices are subject to change at any time without notice. Products may vary from the pictures displayed. All prices are excluding GST and freight. 10



ThinkProtect Managed Antivirus 
powered by ESET

SERVICES

Office365�is�a�Cloud�Service�provided�by�Microsoft� 
which�eliminates�the�need�to�purchase�different�box�
products for your team and allows you to be on the  
latest version at all times. 

The Benefits:
_ starts from $6.00 (mailbox 
only) or $18.90 (mailbox and 
Office�software)

_ Add/remove licence  
as you scale

_ Email and calendar  
sync seamlessly across 
multiple devices

_ Always get the latest version 
of the Microsoft suites e.g. 
Word, Excel, Powerpoint

_ Raise brand awareness with  
a business domain name

Setup costs:  
$250 for the first 
mailbox, includes 
migration from old 

mailbox 

$150 for additional 
mailboxes 
thereafter. 

We provide a cloud management server the antivirus 
connects back to, so we can enforce updates, security 
policies�and�changes�to�reflect�the�ever-evolving�cyber�
security landscape. If any security issues arise we’ll be a 
few clicks away from full visibility of your issue.

Office365 - Software Services

1-10 machines $42.96/year
11-25 machines $38.04/year

+ Install $30.00/machine

Antivirus protection is important 
to keep your computers protected 
as more vulnerabilities are found in 
modern software. Without antivirus, 

you’d be at serious risk of a 
malicious attack, which could result 
in data loss or personal information 

being stolen. 
NIC

“ Reliable office and email  
services that you can access  

from your pharmacy, your  
home or even from the  
resort in Fiji (but you  
probably shouldn’t)

“

JASON

“

“

Mailbox Only  
$6.00 / per month

Business  
Premium  

$18.90 / per month

You can set up 
your own domain 
and attach it to 
Office365 to use 
for email

These�two�Office365�
options are our most 
popular with our 
pharmacy customers.

Most�commonly�used�for�office�or�
accounting�staff�as�it�includes:�the�
mailbox plus Outlook, Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, Access, OneDrive & Teams.

Our pharmacy customers generally use 
this for their retail machines as they 
can still use webmail if they choose.

For example: Dispensary 
@PharmacyName.co.nz

11www.thinking.co.nz
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Think Guest Wifi
Give your customers the ability to surf the web in-store.  
We�simply�pre-configure�an�access�point�and�plug�it�in�
to�your�existing�network.�A�one�off�configuration�fee�of�
$99.00 applies. *Hardware excluded.

Basic 
•  Password  

protected or  
Open Guest 
Network

•  Detailed statistics 
of data use

Advanced
• Basic Plan

•  Data and time 
limits 

•  Additional Staff 
Network

Premium
•  Advanced plan

•  Personal management 
portal

•   Ban and speed limit 
users

•   Create vouchers with 
time limits

-  Solution hosting only 
-  ongoing support  

not included

SERVICES

SecureME allows pharmacies to connect to the Secure Health 
Network, to access NHI numbers, Special Authorities & conduct 
online claiming. 

SecureME
$95/month 

standard Pharmacy price

$105/month  
for 3G/4G failover* 

*To upgrade to 3G/4G failover an upgrade fee may apply.

Operate stress-free with SecureME support

Use Case: If you have two pharmacies that 
have line of sight, you may want to consider a 
wireless point to point link. This will allow you 
to share your database between sites saving 
costs in the long run

If you want to know more let us 
know,�pricing�differs�for�all�locations.
Phone us on 0800 484 465 or email 

info@thinking.co.nz 

Wireless Point to Point Link 

Cloud Controller 
The cloud controller can provide you with detailed statistics of data 
usage, let you know how many people are connected to your access 
points and will even allow you to block users consuming excessive 
amounts of data. Pricing based on number of wireless access points.

PER MONTH

FROM
$7.00    

Guest Network Plans:

$27.00 monthly$19.00 monthly$14.00 monthly

$249.00

Ubiquiti UniFi AC Wireless  
Access Point 
\\ TCLUNIFIACCESSPOINTAC

“ “

Planning to change the ownership of 
your pharmacy? Don’t forget about your 

SecureME, we can help you change 
your SecureME ownership over. 

VILI 

Please note that the prices are subject to change at any time without notice. Products may vary from the pictures displayed. All prices are excluding GST and freight. 12
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OUR TECH TIPS

“

“

Having a problem you can’t seem to 
relay? Use PSR! Microsoft’s Problem 
Steps Recorder allows you to easily 
replicate the issue recording what 

happens with each step.  
Simply go to start and type ‘PSR’

BJARNE

“ “Outlook quick parts are a great 
time saver when you regularly 

email the same information
REBEKAH

“

“

Having an IT partner that 
understands the pharmacy industry 

as well as us can save you a lot 
of time when it comes to audit 

requirements.
GARY

“ “

“

“

Mouse not working, and you 
need task manager?  

Ctrl + Shift + Esc to easily 
open task manager

JAMES

Windows key + arrows 
is a quick short cut to 
view two windows on 

one screen
TIM

“

“

Screens showing identical 
outputs? Try Windows  

button + P to easily change 
what they display!

DALE

“

“

Label printer not 
playing ball? Run a 
re-calibration and 

it’ll be like new again
LOGAN

“ Never plug a laser printer  
into a UPS

REGAN

“

13www.thinking.co.nz
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HERE IS WHAT OUR CLIENT HAD TO SAY: 
 

The team at Think are excellent to work with 
and provide a professional level of support 
to our GP practice.  Bjarne recommended 

replacing this switch and to tidy up all 
the cables at the same time. We are very 

pleased with the end result which not only 
allows better access for the Think team 

when maintenance is required but is also 
aesthetically much better to look at – not only 
for the staff that work in that office but also 

patients that pass by.

NETWORK CABINET REFRESH
Our client’s switch had fallen out of its warranty period and was 
running louder than normal. This was a clear sign of the switch 
beginning to fail, so we recommended that the best course of action 
was to replace it prior to failure. 
Replacement products were selected based on their compatibility 
with the existing equipment and to future proof the network with 
1:1 patching and mitigating the risk of power failure with the 
implementation of a UPS device beneath the network hardware. 
The job wasn’t without its challenges that our consultant Bjarne had to 
overcome. As there was a fair amount of hardware that needed to go 
inside their network cabinet.
Bjarne�had�to�ensure�he�organised�the�hardware�strategically�to�fit�
everything in. This included changing the height of the patch rails and 
removing surplus trays to make room for the new UPS at the back. 
The end result was an aesthetically pleasing one (in the clients 
branding colours) but more importantly there was no loss of service 
as the job was done after hours, the client now having the ability to 
connect to any jack point and get network connectivity everywhere in 
the store.

 

AFTER
BEFORE

PHARMACY

We can help you to open your new Pharmacy and 
ensure it’s audit ready.
Every�Pharmacy�is�different�–�audit�requirements�
are standard but there are so many other elements 
to a Pharmacy that can contribute to its success. 
That’s where we come in. We’ll not only help 
you to pass your audit but our consultants will 
also provide you with awesome suggestions and 
customised plans to make your Pharmacy shine!

OPEN  
YOUR NEW  
PHARMACY    

           WITH US!

Need to be connected to  
the Ministry of Health network?

Unsure where to start?  
We can help you with the 
application process.

DID YOU 
KNOW?

Pictured: Wellworks Pharmacy Wellington

Please note that the prices are subject to change at any time without notice. Products may vary from the pictures displayed. All prices are excluding GST and freight. 14



MEDICINE FRIDGES & SAFES 

82 Litre \\ PG207TROP

Glass Door
660h x 502w x 540d mm

273 Litre \\ PGR273AU

Glass Door
1570h x 595w x 634d mm

151 Litre \\ PGR151AU

Glass Door
845h x 595w x 634d mm

$3820.00    $3070.00   $2750.00   

Glass Door Medical LEC Rollex Fridges

Also�available�in�solid�door�–�enquire�with�us

Controlled Drug Safes

600h x 400w x 300d mm
_Weight 55kg Approx 
_1 adjustable shelf
_Key locking

B600 Safe
800h x 400w x 300d mm
_Weight 71Kg
_4 adjustable shelves
_Key locking

1400h x 450w x 350d mm 
_Weight 133Kg
_ 6 adjustable shelves
_Key locking

B1400 Safe

$1649.00 $1149.00 $889.00
 Installation extra. Finance 
options available on all safes. +Additional Shelves Available 

- get in touch for prices 
+Additional Shelves  

\\ B1400CDSS  $63.37
+

Matos Cloud Fridges with automatic temperature monitoring are also available. 
Enquire with us for more information. 

 SDAB Digital Scale & Weights 
\\ SDAB1202B  $1099.00+

USB Fridge Temperature Logger \\ TEMPLOGGER

A USB temperature data logger with a  
measurement range of -35° to +80°C.

Digital Min/Max 
Thermometer \\ 87200 

USB Temperature Logger w/ LCD Screen  
\\ EL-USB-1-LCD

Measure up to 16,000 readings over a -35 
to +80°C range. Use the on-board display 
to cycle between the current, minimum and 
maximum temperature logs.

$189.00Add-on battery for 
$24.00

+

$229.00 $59.00

SDAB Digital Scale  
 \\ SDAB1202

_ Capacity 1200g (0.01g increments)
_ Platform size 190mm x 190mm
_ Includes certification
_ Weighing, counting and  
percentage modes

$895.00

Save  
$10 

Save  
$50 

FREIGHT  
FREE FOR  

AUCKLAND 

B800 Safe

FREIGHT  
FREE TO ANY 

LOCATION!

15www.thinking.co.nz
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Spatulas
DESCRIPTION CODE SIZE PRICE

Straight Spatula SPAT4INST 4” $47.00

Straight Spatula SPAT6INST 6” $55.00

Straight Spatula SPAT8INST 8” $65.00

Straight Spatula SPAT10INST 10” $80.00

Tapered Spatula SPAT4INTA 4” $46.00

Tapered Spatula SPAT6INTA 6” $55.00

PHARMACY EQUIPMENT

Glass Stamped Conical Measure

DESCRIPTION CODE SIZE PRICE

Conical Measure MEAS10ML 10ml $88.00

Conical Measure MEAS25ML    25ml $125.00

Conical Measure MEAS50ML     50ml $112.00

Conical Measure MEAS100ML 100ml $130.00

Conical Measure MEAS250ML 250ml $163.00

DO YOU HAVE  
A PHARMACY 
AUDIT  
COMING UP?
Call us on 0800 4 THINK 
 

FREIGHT  
FREE ON  

ALL  
ORDERS 

Stirring Rods
DESCRIPTION CODE SIZE PRICE
Glass Stirring Rod SR200MM 200mm $10.00
Glass Stirring Rod SR300MM   300mm $15.00

Mortar and Pestle
DESCRIPTION CODE SIZE PRICE

Glass Mortar and Pestle MP150MM 150mm $100.00

Glass Mortar and Pestle MP100MM 100mm $83.91
Glass Mortar and Pestle MP85MM 85mm $65.45

Conical Measure Storage Rack

DESCRIPTION CODE SIZE PRICE

Conical Measure Rack CMSR 6x400mmx50mm $37.50

Tablet Counter

DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE

Plastic Tablet Counter TABCOUNTER -RH $55.00

Ointment Slabs w/ Flat Polished Edges
DESCRIPTION CODE SIZE PRICE
Ointment Slab 4SQ F/P 400x400x10mm $145.00
Ointment Slab 5SQ F/P 500x500x10mm $210.0

Autumn  
Promo 
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PHARMACY CONSUMABLES

CERTIFIED CONDITION

Claim      op Balance
 not used by    /   /

DISPENSED BY: ___________________ 

CHECKED BY: ____________________
 

CERTIFIED TRUE COPY OF 
ORIGINAL PRESCRIPTION

GENERIC SUBSTITUTION

A P P R O V E D

METHADONE STAMP

NO SAFETY CAP USED
        Shown but unable to use safety cap
        Patients Choice
Signed.......................................................
I certify that collecting this prescription monthly will cause unreasonable 
hardship or be impossible because of one or more of the following 
as indicated:

 Mobility

Relocation Distance Travel

......................................
Signed .................................................................................

CHANGE 
Checked

N E W 
Checked by

ADJUST 
Checked Checked by

Packed
Patient

Pricing 
can vary 

depending on 
stamp size. 

Replacement 
ink pads and 
custom made 

stamps are 
available, 

enquire today!

Rubber Stamps

Date Stamp (Self Inking) $125.00

Access Exemption Stamp  $79.00

Certified True Photocopy Stamp   $45.00

Certified True Copy Stamp    $45.00

Methadone Stamp     $79.00

Waterbased Ink Blue/Red $13.00

Stamp Pad Blue/Red $16.30

???

“ Get the Keiran stamp of  
approval on your IT setup

KEIRAN “
Duty Board
DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE
Duty Board: 
Has room for 
2 names. 

ONDUTY2 $72.00

Duty Board: 
Has room for 
3 names. 

ONDUTY3 $82.50

Name Slides ONDUTYNAME $14.50

Name Badges
DESCRIPTION CODE PRICE
Metal Name Badge 
with pin back PNTP $21.00

Metal Name Badge 
with magnet back PNTM $21.00

Plastic Name Badge 
with pin back NBPP $21.00

Plastic Name Badge  
with magnet back NBPM $21.00

*One off set-up fee for custom designs applies

FREIGHT  
FREE ON  

ALL  
STAMPS 

Autumn  
Promo 
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SA Bag - 75 x 50 x 180mm

paper width = 270mm

cylinder repeat = 192m
m

bag front = 75mm

gusset = 50mm

gusset = 50mm

Pantone 300 C Pantone 369 C

SA Bag - 75 x 50 x 180mm

paper width = 270mm

cylinder repeat = 192m
m

bag front = 75mmgusset = 50mm gusset = 50mm

Pantone 300 C Pantone 369 C

Vest/Singlet Bags TS   
Pricing*

Large Vest Bags 
 280 x 160 x 500mm, 20mu $79.00 $69.00
Pricing per 1,000.  Minimum order quantity 1,000

Pharmacy Bags TS   
Pricing*

 Size SA  180 x 75 x 50mm, 40gm $22.00 $20.00

Size SB 235 x 100 x 60mm $29.00 $27.00

Size SC 280 x 145 x 60mm $44.00 $42.00

Size SE 360 x 185 x 95mm $70.00 $65.00

Pricing per 1,000.  Minimum order quantity 1,000

PHARMACY CONSUMABLES

Free paper towel dispenser with 
first order of two packs

Pricing Labels  
Toniq and RxOne (Lots) 
sizes available.

Roll of 5000

A4 Pricing Labels

The A4 Laser Label Sheet comes  
with 72 labels per sheet.
_250 sheets per pack
_32mm x 21mm

PER PACK$57.85

Paper Towels TS   
Pricing*

Interfold Paper Towels // SUPIFS 
16 x 250 sheet pack $69.00 $64.00

Mini Centrefeed Paper Towels  
// SUPDM

12 rolls per pack
$85.00 $80.00

2 Ply Centrefeed Paper Towels 
// SUPD2

6 x 171m rolls
$99.00 $90.00

2 Ply Recycled Centrefeed 
Paper Towels // SUPDR2

6 x 171m rolls
$85.00 $80.00

2 Ply Toilet Roll Pack  
// SUPJ2

12 x 200m rolls
$69.00 $64.00

*  Buy two or more online at ThinkSupply to receive  
the special price

Freight  
free when  
you buy 6  
or more

PER ROLL$23.50

Freight  
free

*Special pricing only available when  
purchased through thinksupply.

“

“

Did you know that 
purchasing your 

pharmacy consumables 
on ThinkSupply can 

save you money, if not, 
now you know!

JURIUS

Please note that the prices are subject to change at any time without notice. Products may vary from the pictures displayed. All prices are excluding GST and freight. 18
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Pharmacy Bags TS   
Pricing*

 Size SA  180 x 75 x 50mm, 40gm $22.00 $20.00

Size SB 235 x 100 x 60mm $29.00 $27.00

Size SC 280 x 145 x 60mm $44.00 $42.00

Size SE 360 x 185 x 95mm $70.00 $65.00

Pricing per 1,000.  Minimum order quantity 1,000

PHARMACY IT – PROACTIVE SERVICE PLANS

Remote machine monitoring, the package 
includes our ThinkAhead automated patching and 
monitoring for all your machines (see page 10).

2 support hours per month, which rollover if unused 
and will be valid for one year. Rollover hours can be 
used for IT support, proactive remediation, onsite 
installs or consulting and strategy. 

Access to our 24/7 helpdesk 365 days per year.

Preferential pricing on dispensary labels, you 
will get access to the next cheapest tier when 
purchasing dispensary labels.

REDUCE DOWNTIME WITH A  
PHARMACY IT CARE PACKAGE

ONLY
$250.00 PER MONTH

It�is�a�cost-effective�way�of�ensuring�that�all�your�endpoints�
are proactively monitored and automatically patched with our 
management software. This also includes technical support 
hours at a discounted rate that you can use for any issues  
that we proactively address or any other technical support  
you might need to keep your business running smoothly. 

This package is 
designed specifically 
for our pharmacy 
customers. 

Package includes: 

Pharmacy helpdesk – Launching in May 2019
Our pharmacy customers are special to us and have been 
part of the Think Concepts journey and our success over 
the last 17 years.  

Because of this, we are implementing two things especially 
for you, we hope that this will support you and enable you to 
effectively�run�your�business�and�support�the�community�that�
you serve each and every day.

•��We�are�launching�a�dedicated�IT�helpdesk�for�pharmacy�
customers only.  

•��This�helpdesk�will�have�a�new�phone�number�that�will�go�
straight to our pharmacy specialists who are trained and 
knowledgeable in your industry, to assist you with any enquiry.   

•��We�will�be�publishing�the�new�phone�number�before� 
May 2019. 

Reduced labour rate 
As you may be aware, we’ve increased our hourly rate  
over time from $130 to $150. However, as part of our 
pharmacy helpdesk launch, we will be reinstating our $130 
hourly remote helpdesk rate for our pharmacy customers

“We appreciate that pharmacies do 
great things for the community, this 

is our way of saying thanks and 
giving back where we can! 

AHLAM

“
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Call us on 0800 484 465 or email orders@thinking.co.nz
www.thinking.co.nz

Join us on 

AT THINK CONCEPTS 
WE’RE YOUR ONE STOP 

PHARMACY SHOP! 
 

OUR OFFICES ARE LOCATED IN 
AUCKLAND, WELLINGTON, AND 

TAURANGA, AND WE SERVICE 
ALL OF NEW ZEALAND

We release  
ThinkSupply specials  

every month, you’ll receive an  
email to your ThinkSupply  

user email so you can keep  
up to date!

THINKSUPPLY

If you don’t already have a log in, head on over to www.thinksupply.co.nz  
and use your company ID from your statement to login.  Alternatively give us a  
call and we can create one for you. If you want some free training on how to navigate  
through the store and place orders, send an enquiry to thinksupply@thinking.co.nz

“
“

Want to use ThinkSupply and 
have a free tutorial? Email me at 
thinksupply@thinking.co.nz and 
I will create your login and show 

you around our online store.
COURTNEY

Keep an eye out for this 
ThinkSupply specials stamp. 

Products with this icon  
have a permanent discount  
when purchased through 

ThinkSupply

https://thinking.co.nz/
Mailto:orders@thinking.co.nz
mailto:thinksupply@thinking.co.nz
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